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Tis paper discusses some of te matematical aspects of an algoritm for finding formulas
for finite sums . Te results presented ere concern a property of difference fields wic sow
tat te algoritm does not divide by zero, and an analogue to Liouville's teorem on
elementary integrals .
1. Introduction
A decision procedure for te problem of determining te existence of a "formula" for
a given summation as appeared in te computing literature (Karr, 1981) . Te purpose
of tis paper is to discuss some matematical aspects of te problem wic were
suppressed in te presentation of te algoritmic aspects of te solution .
We consider summations in wic te limit of te summation is not involved in te
summand . Given suc a sum E
L
fl , te problem of finding a formula g is tat of inverting
te formula Ag = f. Tis in turn suggests using difference fields (or rings) to study te
problem . Indeed, te very definition of "finite terms" is made precise for tis problem by
requiring tat g lie in a certain difference field .
Tis paper as two major results, Te first is a remarkable property of te class of
difference fields in wic te decision procedure applies . Tis property is necessary only
to sow tat at a certain point, te decision procedure does not divide by zero. Even te
definitions are suppressed in Karr (1981) . Te second result is te difference field
analogue to Liouville's teorem on elementary integrals (Rosenlict, 1968)
. Its
importance is more matematical tan algoritmic, altoug it does say "were to look"
for a formula .
All fields in tis paper ave caracteristic 0 . We do not define difference fields in terms
of A; rater, following te usual convention (Con, 1965) :
DEFINITION . A difference field is a field F togeter wit an automorpism a of F . Te
constant field K c F is te fixed field of a .
One tinks of a as a sift operator-a(f(x)) = f(x+ 1)-so tat A wit te rigt
algebraic properties may be defined as Af = of-f. But a is easier to work wit, and A is
seldom mentioned in wat follows .
2. Extensions
Trougout tis paper we sall consider extensions of te following kind
.
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DEFINITION . Let F(t), a be an extension difference field of F, a . Tis extension is first-
def
order-linear G.
(a) at = a • t+/f, were a,
fl
e F .
(b) t is transcendental over F .
(c) K(F(t)) = K(F) (i .e . te constant field is not extended) .
By condition (a), we tink of t as a solution to te first order linear difference equation
at -a •t = /3 .
Using first-order-linear extensions, it is possible to model formal sums and products . If
we let a 1, ten t beaves like te indefinite sum E t /3, . If we let (3 = 0, ten t beaves like
te indefinite product fra y . It is of special interest to know wen an extension can be
written wit fi = 0. Te intrinsic property is tis :
DEFINITION . Let E, a be a difference field extension of F, a . We say tat g e E is
omogeneous over Fdpg
0
F but ag/g e F . We say te extension is omogeneous over F
del
tere exists a g wic is omogeneous over F .
THEOREM 2 .1, Let F(t), a be a difference field extension q/' F, a in wic at = a • t +/3 . Te
following are equivalent .
(a) Te extension is omogeneous .
(b) Tere exists g e F[t], g F, wit crg/g e F .
(c) Te equation aw-a' w = /3 can e solved for w e F,
PROOF, Assume (a), and obtain g o e F(t), go 0
F, wit
ago/go
e F . If t is algebraic, ten
F(t) = F[t], so we can prove (b) by letting g = g o .
If t is
transcendental, we write g
o as te
quotient of relatively prime polynomials,
90 = g1
/g 2 . Ten
ago/go = (92'U901(91 'age)-g1Ig2' agl
and
ag2Ig2' agt
-g 1jag l and ag21g2
(because gcd (o-g,, age ) = 1) .
Tus ag 1/g 1 e F and similarly ag e/g2 e F. Now g i 0 F for eiter i = 1 or 2; oterwise
g o e F . Letting g = gr completes te proof tat (a) =>
(b) .
We next sow tat (b) => (c) . Write g of part (b) as g
=
Y- r
W,
ti,
and let
u = aglg e F . Te
degree in of g is > 1, and we equate coefficients of tm and t"' -1 in ag = u ' g :
am
. Cw ?11 =u •W and 1 Yt , am-1, /3 'aW",+CC
rn-1
.
CTWm-1 = U'Wm-1
=>
m' r/a+ o-(Wm-1/Wm)/a = Wm-1/Wm .
Letting w = -w,,,_ 1 /(m' w,,,) sows tat -/3+aw = a • w, proving (b) => (c) .
Finally, assume (c), and subtract aw-a' w = /i from at-a' t =
a
to obtain a(t-w)/
(t - w) = a e F, and we let g = t - w, wic is clearly not in F, so te extension is
omogeneous. Tis completes te ring of implications .
Te proof of
(c)-(a)
in tis result sows ow to cange te basis so tat any
omogeneous extension can be written wit /3=0. We ereafter consider only te
following type of omogeneous extension .
DEFINITION . We say tat F(t), a is a fl-extension of F, a<*
(a) Te extension is first-order-linear .
(b) at = a 't .
We want to know wen omogeneous extensions are also first-order-linear . Tis
leads to :
DEFINITION . Given a difference field F, a, te omogeneous group,
H(F, a)
def
{ag/g O :0 g e F} .
If a is understood, we write H(F); if F also is understood, we write H. Te following is
easily verified .
PROPOSITION .
Te elements of H, wit multiplication from F, form a group .
We can now simply state te desired caracterisation .
THEOREM 2.2
. Let
F(t), a be a difference field extension of F, a wit t ~-4 0; let
at = a ' t, a e F. Tis extension isfirst-order-linear .<* a"
0
H(F), for all n > 0 .
PROOF . First, suppose a" e H(F) ; let w e F satisfy aw/w = a". Ten :
U(01w) = a"' t"/aw = t"/w
t"/w e K(F(t)) (since it is left fixed by a)
t"/w e K or te constant field is extended .
Tus, t is algebraic over F or te constant field is extended, proving tat if te extension
is first-order-linear, a"
0 H(F) for n > 0 .
For te converse, assume tat te extension is not first-order-linear . Suppose first tat t
is algebraic over F, say of degree m > 0 . Let g(z) = Y ;w,t` e F[z] be te monic irreducible
polynomial of t . Ten g(t) = 0, and
0 = a(g(t)) = Y_; aw, ' a` t` .
If we let (z) =Y,(aw, • a`)'
	
we see tat (t) = 0, so  must be a multiple of g . Since g is
monic, we conclude
a"'' W1=aw,'a'fori .
By te irreducibility of g, eiter g(z) = z, contradicting t :A 0, or, tere is some i for wic
w, 0 0, and ten a'" -` = aw,/w, e H, so letting n = m-i > 0
completes te proof in te
algebraic case .
Te remaining possibility is tat t is transcendental over F, but tat te constant field is
extended . Let go
e F(t), g o
~ F
wit ago = go . Write go as te quotient of relatively prime
polynomials, gl/92' Ten
:
ag1/age = g1/g2 => ag1lg1 e F,
because gcd (ag 1 , ag e )
= 1. One of te g, must ave positive degree . We may assume it to
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be monic, and if it as more tan one non-zero coefficient, we may argue as for te
irreducible polynomial above to produce a" e H. Oterwise, tat g i is of te form t"' for
m > 0. Te constant term w of te oter g i must be non-zero (else gcd (g 1 , g 2 ) # 1), and
matcing coefficients, we ave aw = a"' w . Letting n = m completes te proof .
Te corresponding result for inomogeneous extensions is muc simpler .
THEOREM 2.3 . Let F(t), a be an inomogeneous extension of F, a in wic at = a • t + fl .
Ten te extension is first-order-linear .
PROOF. If te constant field is extended, tere exists g e F(t), g
0
F wit ag/g = 1 e F .
Hence te extension is omogeneous, contrary to assumption. Suppose tat t is algebraic
over F, and let g(z) = Y, wizi its irreducible polynomial . We argue as in Teorem 2 .2 to
find tat (z) = Y awl . (az+ fl)' is a multiple of g(z), matc coefficients of z"' and z"' -1 , and
ten argue as in Teorem 2.1 to discover tat te extension is omogeneous, a
contradiction . Tus t is indeed transcendental .
Tis paper considers a sligtly restricted class of inomogeneous extensions .
der
DEFINITION . We say tat F(t), a is a E-extension of F, a
(a) Te extension is inomogeneous .
(b) For n 0 0, a" e H => a e H were at = at + f .
We can now caracterise te fields studied in tis paper .
DEFINITION . An extension F(t), a is a HE-extension of F, a
der
~
e
it is a fl-extension or a
E-extension . Given a constant difference field K, we say tat F, a is a HE-field over K
(a) tere is a tower of fields K = F 0 c F„ in wic F i , a is a HE-extension of
F1_
1,
a, for i = 1, . . ., n, or
(b) F, a is an infinite union of ascending HE-fields over K .
3. Regularity
We define functions arising from iterated applications of a .
DEFINITION. Let k e Z, f e F.
def ~"T
fk, a) = j I a
if,
OEEi<k
def ~
fk,a)
= E J(i,a)
0,<i<k
If a is clear from context, it is dropped .
In tese definitions, and trougout tis paper, we use te convention tat
E fi =
- E f and
fl fi = 1 / H f,
m<'i<"
"_<i<111
In
_<i<if
n'<i<ai
Tus in < i < n under a Y_ or
11
does not imply tat in < n . Tis abuse of notation
coincides wit te more usual convention of Y_ or
fl
over a null set only wen in = n, but
it is more appropriate for present purposes . For example, 1 (k) = k, regardless of te sign
of k .
DEFINITION . Observe tat if ct = a • t + f, vkt will be a linear polynomial in t . Define
and
13k
by te relation a
k
' t+/3k = ok t .
Te proofs of te following formulas are left to te reader .
IDENTITIES . For k, l e 7L (regardless of sign) :
6 .
7
.
9)(k) =f(k)
' 9(k)
;
	
(af)(k) _ (T(fk )),
_
fk+1) -
U
k
fi) 'fk)'
fk •i,a) _ (fi,a))(k,(') •
A -k) = lfG' -kf
k)'
(akfff)(1) = (a lfff)(k)
tTkf
-a(k) J- a(k) a [of-a-f]Ia(i+i), a # 0
.
0,<i<k
ak
= a(k)' 1'k = a(k)'
gif3fa (+ 1) .
O .i<k
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Te following properties are central to te study of f J -fields .
DEFINITION . A difference field is fl-regular ~ k # 0 and fk) = 1 'f
k
1 .
DEFINITION . A difference field is >-regular ~ k # 0 and fk) = 0 => (f = 0 or (f k = 1 and
f# 1)) .
DEFINITION . A difference field is f1-regularpit as bot tese properties .
As we sall see, fly-fields are Fly-regular . Tis property guarantees tat given
f g e F, te equations
f(k) =
g (resp . fk) = g) ave at most one solution for k, provided tat
f is not a root of unity (resp, f:A 0 and f is not a root of unity oter tan 1) . In te
decision procedure for summation, it is necessary to know weter te k exists, and if so,
wat it is. If tere are certain algoritms for te constant field, tere is a stronger version
of mere fyl-regularity, namely tat te existence of k can be computed, and its value
determined . Indeed, a major part of te proof of fE-regularity is essentially an algoritm
for analysing te above equations, and is presented in Karr (1981) . Tis paper will touc
ligtly on tese matters and will concentrate on results wic do not enter directly into
te algoritms (and wic do not appear in Karr (1981)), suc as te following .
LEMMA 3.1 . Let F, a be fl-regular and let H be torsion free . Ten for k # 0,
f(k)
=l=>feK.
ak
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PROOF . By Identity 1,
f(k)
=
I
(af)(k) = 1 . Dividing yields :
1 = (aflf)(k) _ (aflf) k
= 1 =
aflf =
1 =f e K.
Te tree implications are justified by fl-regularity, torsion-freeness of H, and te
definition of K .
LEMMA 3 .2 .
Let F, a be fl>-regular, let H(F) be torsion free, and let
F(t), a be a
HE-extension. If f c- F(t) as te property tat f $ F but akf/f e F for some k, ten te
extension is all-extension and f is a monomial in t .
PROOF . Using te same kind of argument as in te proof of Teorem 2 .1, we may assume
tat f is a polynomial of non-zero degree, wic we write as
Eivi
. ti, wit degree in . We let
a'f/f=ueF .
Assume we ave a fl-extension, but tat f as a non-zero coefficient v J from j < m.
Matcing coefficients in akf= u •f yields
ak Vi ' a (k ) = U '
Vi
=>
Qk(Vm/Vj) - a
(k) J
._ Vr"/VJ,
(a"' - J . av/v)
(k) = 1 (Let v = vm/vj and use Identities 1, 5)
=>a(-`')'k
= (av/v)
-k
e H (fl-regularity, His a group) .
By Teorem 2.2, we do not ave a fl-extension, contradiction. Tis sows tat in a
fl-extension, f is a monomial in t .
We sow tat akf/f e
F
leads to a contradiction in a Y-extension . We matc coefficients
of tm and t" in akf =f, and perform te same manipulation as in te proof of Teorem
2.1 but wit a and B replaced by a(k) and /3k . Tis leads to :
akv-a (k) . V = f3k were v=-v,,,_,/(m-v,,),
Using Identities 6 and 7 we conclude tat
((az/z)/a)(k) = 0, were z = av-a • v-#.
Note tat z cannot be zero, or te extension would be omogeneous, by Teorem 2 .1 . By
E-regularity, (az/z)/a is a root of unity oter tan 1 . But if it is a root of unity, it can be
sown to be equal to 1 :
((az/z)/aJ =
1 => aJ E H => a e H => (az/z)/a = 1 .
Te second implication is part (b) of te definition of s-extension, and te last
implication follows from te torsion-free-ness of H and te fact tat (az/z)/a e H and is a
root of unity . Te contradiction sows tat akf/f
0
F in a s-extension .
Te proof of HE-regularity proceeds by induction on Fly-extensions . Te following
result provides te lift for fl-regularity .
LEMMA 3 .3 . Let F(t) be a fly-extension of F, a . 1f F is fl-regular, ten so is F(t), a .
PROOF
. See tat for Teorem 5 in Karr (1981) .
Te proof of Lemma 3.3 is not difficult . But te lifting of s-regularity becomes quite
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involved, because it seems necessary to generalise it to a property wic is stable in te
lifting process .
DEFINITION . Given
b1,
. . .
Cs
e K, we use te convention :
def IC
ij =f C, for icj+1.
~=t
Given a positive integer k, we say tat
b1,
. . .,
S,
forms a C-set (for k)
(a)
S .
(b) (,j ~ 1, all i < j .
Associated wit
S1,
. . ., is are te recursively defined functions :
y oi
d
=f l for all0<i<k
def
Yri ~-+ - i y,-,,j-Cr for0<r<_s, 0 <~ i<k.
t<j<k
Finally, a difference field is r;-regtclar~ given non-zero f, k > 0 and any C-set for k :
Ysi 'f ti = 0 = C 1, . . ., Cs, f
is a C-set .
O<i<k
By setting s = 0 in te definition of rc-regularity, we see
PROPOSITION . If a difference field is iC-regular, it is Dregular .
Unlike s-regularity, tere is no algoritmic variant of C-regularity, and in fact, even te
definition of c-regularity is suppressed in Karr (1981) . However, it plays a major role in
te teory, and of te two major results of tis paper, we may now state te first .
RESULT. Any fly-field is C-regular .
Tis is not obvious even in a constant field . To start te induction, we require te
following :
FORMULAE . Let S1, . . ., Cs be a (-set . Ten for any f :0:
I-1
1
s
-if Cs f= 1
k
t i = C,j -1 loran 1 wit 1 515 s+l
Ysi '
Opt<k
f
k
-1 ~ 1
q		oterwise.
f-1 t=1 bis'f
- 1
PROOF . For s = 0, te result is simply tat for
Eo Silk
f ` . Inductively, assume
s>0,
and
tat te result olds for s- l . Using te recursive definition of y, completely expand te
left-and expression as a nested sum (wit obvious omissions if s = 1 or 2) :
k-1 k-1 k-1 y Y
~'
bl
. .
.bs
fio
io=0 i,=i0+1 t a =t,-i+1
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COROLLARY ys p = (- 1)
s
PROOF,
Left to reader,
We are now in a position to
fly-fields,
LEMMA 3.4 . A constant di
torsion free .
k-1 k[-1 k-1
1-r'-,+1
. .
i0=0 i,=10+1 is-1=is-2+1 51-1
1
k-1 k-1 k-1
y
cZ-1 . . . S it . fio
s
~1---1
i'=0 i,=io+1
E
is-l=is-2+1
• Y 5-1 • • • C
S
! 1 , / i0
k-1
k-i k-1
+
y Y y
-~1
(b 2)is-1
.y
b3 . . . Cs1
,
fo
y1b
-1 1
•C
10=0 11=10+1 4-1 =
4_2+1
Since
b2,
. . • Cy and C1
'C2 ,
b3, • • ., Cs
are bot C-sets of size s-1, we ave produced two
induction problems . Suppose first tat ( 1 , •f = 1 . Ten for te first inductive problem,
"bis'f"=bj+l .s'f#1,
so te second formula applies, yielding zero wen 1/C1, is
substituted for f• In te second inductive problem, te first formula applies, wit "l" -1,
wic gives (remembering
"alt" _ ~ 1, j+ 1
and "s" = s-1) :
- Y 1 s-1
	 '- blj+1b
k • y
51 -1 j=1 Sl,j+l
- 1
Re-indexing and incorporating
-S 1/((1
-1) into te product yields te result for l = 1 •
Next, suppose tat
Sts
•f= 1 . Ten for te second inductive problem,
"( j., -,f " :A 1, so
te second formula applies yielding 0 as above. In te first inductive problem, te first
formula applies wit giving (because " C1i
" = (2,i+1
and "s" = s- 1) :
1
k
s-1
S1-"'1
J= 1 b2,j+1
-1
Re-indexing te product sows tat tis is correct for l = 2 .
To conclude te proof of te first formula, we examine te remaining cases in wic
C1s'f= 1, namely for 3 < I < s + 1 . In bot inductive problems, te first formula applies,
yielding (wit "I" = I -1 and appropriate substitution for "C'ij ") :
1
1-2 1 s-1
bl-1
k
-C 1 1 1-2 1 s-
+y	 k,	
H
y	
51 -1
~l,i-1 -1 j =2
bf+l,i-1
-1
j=i-1
Tis equals te first formula, completing its proof .
If te first formula does not apply, ten we know tat C is •f
;~4
1 for all l 1 ,< l <, s+ 1 .
Hence, in eac of te inductive problems, te second formula applies, and a calculation
like te previous one yields te second formula .
start te inductive process of proving regularity in
erence field is fl-regular, C-regular and its omogeneous group is
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PROOF
. Since in tis case
A
k) =
fk , fl-regularity is immediate ; since H(K) _ { 11, te
torsion-free property is also . To prove (-regularity, let C 1 , . . .,
(s
be a (-set . If Y_ iysi -f ` = 0,
te first of te Formulae cannot ave applied because for k > 0 it is non-zero . We tus
conclude
(is
. f 0 1 . Hence te second of te Formulae applies, from wic we deduce
f k-1 = 0 . Te rest of te (-set conditions for
C,, . . ., C
. , f follow from tose for
C 1 , . . .,
C' .
Te following result is used in te lifting of (-regularity, and will eventually provide us
wit te result tat if F, a is a fY,-field over K, so is F, a k for k 0 0 .
LEMMA 3.5 .
Let E, a be fl- and i-regular ; suppose H(F) is torsion-free . If F(t), a is a
fl-extension (resp . i-extension), ten for k 0 0, F(t), a k is a fl-extension (resp .
E-extension) of F, ak .
PROOF . Parts (a) and (b) of te definition of first-order-linear are clear . Suppose part (c) is
false, i .e . f e F(t), f ~ F wit a kf= f. By Lemma 3.1, te extension is a fl-extension and
f=u-t" for n # 0, u E F. Ten :
1 = akf/f = (of/f)( k
)
= ( a" .
au/u0(k)
. (Identity 5)
We saw in te proof of Lemma 3 .1 tat tis equation sows tat we do not ave a
fl-extension, a contradiction wic proves part (c) .
To complete te proof in te case of a Fl-extension, all tat is needed is tat /3 k = 0,
wic is obvious. In a s-extension, we must sow tat F(t), a k is an inomogeneous
extension of F, ak . By Teorem 2 .1, we must sow tat akw-a(k) . w = fk cannot be solved
for w e F, an argument made in te proof of Lemma 3 .1 . Tis sows we ave an
inomogeneous extension . Te last step is to prove part (b) in te definition of a
E-extension. Let n :00 .
a(k ) e H(F, a k)
3 w wit a'(k ) = akw/w = (aw/w) (k)
=> (a"/(aw/w))(k) = 1
a k e H=:> a eH
3 v wit a = aV/V a(k) = (av/V)(k) = akV/V E H(F,
a').
Tis is te required implication .
Te following result is wat really motivates te definition of (-sets and (-regularity .
Wit s = 0, it is te key to lifting Y--regularity, but to prove it for "s", F, a must be
(-regular for "s+1" . Tus, lifting E-regularity arbitrarily ig seems to require
(-regularity wit an arbitrarily large "s" in te starting field . But since (-regularity is an
"impossibility" property, it does not infiltrate te decision procedure .
LEMMA 3.6 . Let F, a be (-regular, and let F(t), a be a r1Y.-extension . Let  e F[t],  e F
and let t not divide  in a fl-extension . Let 0 0 u e F. Ten for any k > 0 :
Ys;' u
it) • a` 0 0 .
O-i<k
PROOF. We assume tat te sum in 0, and derive a contradiction . Assume first we ave a
fl-extension . Since  as no factors of period 0, its constant term is non-zero . Let
 = vt"+ . . . + w. If te sum is zero, ten its coefficient of t" and its constant term must be
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zero. Specifically, by c-regularity :
Y- Ysi ' u(i) • U`V ' a(k) =
0
= Y- Ysi ' u
(1) '
U`W
0,<i<k 0 :1<k
=:~ (u • (UV/V)' a")k = 1 = (u' (UW/W))k .
By dividing tese equations, one sees tat a"' k 0 , contradicting Teorem 2 .2 . Tis
proves te result in fl-extensions .
In Y,-extensions, we let  = ii , t" + w • t" -1 + . . ., v 0 0, and argue tat te coefficients of
t" and t"-1 in te expanded sum are zero .
L,, Yst • (u ' a" )(i)
'
U
t
V = 0 = Y- Ysi
.
(
U
.
a" [Qi v • n + U'W] .
0,<i<k 0-<i<k
From te first equality and c-regularity, we obtain
y def
C1, . . ., ~s+I
is a c-set were C
." . 1
= u • a" • UV/V .
Substituting te implied value for u into te second equation gives
O=n-v-
ysi '
bs+ I
' C/ii + U
1
(w/(n •
v))1/au)
OSisk
Letting z = - w/(n • v), we rewrite tis equality
o
Y
k
Ysi ' (s+
1
U`z/a(i) =
o
~
k
Ysi '
Cs+
1 • /l1/a(1)
Ysi
i+1 '
(a (i) Uj/3/a(j+l))' a(i) (Identity 7)
OSi<k
0 .<j<i
Y
( Y-
Ysj'C +1)'c'`f3/a(1
.1)
(reverse E's)
OSi<k-I i<j<k
Y- ys+I,j . o. 1/a(i+1)
(definition of y, + 1 ) ($) .
OSi<k-1
We return to te first expression in tis line of equalities, and make te substitution
Ysi •7
s+1 = Ys+l,i-I - Ys+1,i
for i>0, and
yso = - Ys+1,o (from te Corollary) :
-Ys+l,o •Z+
Y- Ys +1,i 1 U
i
Z/a(i)' Ys + I,i •
UiZ/a(i) .
051<k
0,<i<k
From te definition,
Ys+1,k-1 = 0, so we re-index and combine wit ($)
Ys +I,i' cr [(oz
- a • z-fi)/a]/a(i) = 0 .
0,<i<k
Letting y = (az-a • z-/i)/a, we know tat
y :AO
(or te extension is inomogeneous), so
we divide te equation by y :
o
Y
k
Ys+ 1, i((aY/Y)/a)(i) = 0
_ (ay/y) • a is a root of unity oter tan 1 (C-regularity)
.
An argument in te proof of Lemma 3 .1 sows tat tis is impossible, te final
contradiction wic establises te result .
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LEMMA 3.7 . Let F(t), a be a fly-extension of F, a. Suppose for all i 0 0, F, a' is (-regular
and H(F, a') is torsion-free . Ten F(t), a is c-regular .
PROOF. Let
S 1,
. . ., C, be a (-set for k > 0, and let f e F(t) . If f e F, we can use (-regularity
of F, a, so we sow tat f
0
F leads to a contradiction . Extend te notion of degree from
F[t] to F(t) by
deg(g) = deg(num(f ))- deg(den(f)) ;
let m = deg(f ) . Since y so 0 0 (Corollary), and since deg(f
i))
= m • i, if m < 0, te degree of
te i = 0 term would be 0 and would be larger tan all oter terms, so degZy si f
i))
= 0,
contradicting deg 0 = - co . Tus m > 0 .
If m > 0, deg(ytysi •f) will be r - m were r is te largest index < k suc tat y,, :A 0 . Since
Yso
$ 0, some suc r will exist, making tis degree positive, so tat te sum cannot
possibly be zero, contradiction . Tus m = 0 .
In Karr (1981), tere is a reduction metod important to te decision procedure wic
sows tat if
Yiys
;
-fy) = 0, tere exists a polynomial  e F[t), were 
0
F and H is not
divisible by t in a fl-extension, a non-zero u e F, and p> 0, always 0 in a i-extension,
wit
E Ysi - a
i
(u/tl) c t >
= 0 .
O<i<k
Suppose we ave a E-extension wit p > 0 . Looking at te partial fraction expansion of
te left-and side of tis equation (and using t not dividing  in all-extension), we see
tat t occurs to te power r - p in te denominator, were r is as above. But since te
rigt-and side is zero, we see r - p = 0, wence r = 0 . In tis case, te above simplifies to
Yso •
 = (- I)' ,  = 0, a contradiction proving p = 0 in all extensions . Lemma 3 .6 provides
te final contradiction .
Since we ave occasionally used torsion-free-ness of H in lifting, we must also lift
torsion-free-ness. Te relevant result is :
LEMMA 3 .8 . Let F(t), a be a fl>-extension of F, a and suppose F, a is fl-regular and H(F)
is torsion-free. Ten H(F(t)) is torsion free .
PROOF . Let f e F(t), (af/f ) k = 1 wit k $ 0 . Assume tatf as an irreducible factor f, i .e . f
divides num(f) or den(f) . We first consider te case in wic af/fOF . Witout loss of
generality, we may assume tat akfIf If=.k > 0 . Since of will contain factors a'f only wen
l > 0 we conclude f is a factor of of/f, and tus of (af/f)k, so tat tis quantity cannot be
equal to 1 . Tus, af/f e F .
By Lemma 3 .1, we know tat we can write f -= u • t", wit n $ 0 only in a fl-extension .
But in a fl-extension,
I =(oflf)k=a"-k
.
au k/uk
=t,
a ,,k eH=> n=O .
Te last implication is by Teorem 2 .2. In all extensions, ten, f e F, and we conclude
f = 1 by torsion-free-ness of H(F) .
Te proof of te following result is by now a tecnical exercise.
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THEOREM . Let F, a be a fly-field over K. Ten :
(a) F, a is fl-regular and 1c-regular .
(b) H is torsion free .
(c) F,
ak
is fly-field over K for k # 0 .
4. Solutions
In tis section, we sall study te solution to ag-a-g=f were a, f E F . In particular,
we want to understand in wic fly-fields te equation can be solved, if it cannot be
solved for g e F .
DEFINITION . A basis for te Fly-tower F = F 0
e
. . . c F,, = E is a tuple t1, . . ., t,, were
Fi = F 1 _ 1 (t i ) . We define a i , /3i e F,_
1
by at, = a i • t i + fi t (not by iterated applications of a) .
Given an equation ag-a • g =f wit a, fE F, it is elpful to adjust a basis relative to a
and F .
DEFINITION . Given a tower and its basis as above, and a c- F, we say tat te basis is
normalized wrt (wit respect to) a p
f3, : 0 and a/aa e H(F,_ 1 ) ai
= a, for i = 1,
. . ., n .
Te basis is reduced wrt F~for i = 1, . . ., n :
/3 1
00 and 3 eF i
_ 1 wit
a-ai • +f3EF=> /3i eF .
PROPOSITION .
For any finite fly-tower, and a e F, tere exists a basis wic is normalised
wrt a and reduced wrt F .
PROOF . A procedure for normalising and reducing a basis is given in Karr (1981) .
We can state te second major result of tis paper .
RESULT . Given
ally-field
F, a wit non-zero a, f E F, let t 1 , . . ., t,, be a basis for a
fly-tower F
c
. . . S E, were te basis is normalized wrt a and reduced wrt F . Te
equation ag - a • g =f as a solution for g e Ea
3veF,c1 eK wit f'=av-a •v +~ c
i •/3,,
were
i E s
S={iJ0 :/3 i eFanda i =a} .
One direction of te equivalence is trivial. If f as te required form, a solution is
g = V
+ ~ ci'ti,
icS
Te interesting part is tat solutions always ave tis form .
LEMMA 4.1, Let F(t),
a be all-extension of F, a . Suppose tat a, fe F and tat ag-c a' g=f
as a non-zero solution in F(t) but not in F
. Ten f = 0 and a/a"
,
e H(F) for some an :7~ 0 .
PROOF . By results in Karr (1981) we may conclude tat
if g exists, it is in F[t, l/t], i .e .
q = y i v i t i were i ranges over Z . Examine te constant term in ag-a • g =f, namely
avo -a • v o =j! If f =A 0, ten v o # 0, but ten vo is a non-zero solution in F . Tus, f = 0 .
And if v
o 0 0, v0 0 for some in :A 0, and by looking at te coefficient of t"' in ag-a • g, we
see
a/a"' e H(F) .
LEMMA 4.2 . Let F(t), a be a s-extension of F, a wit basis normalised wrt a e F; let f e F. If
ag-a
.g = f as a solution in F(t) but not in F, ten f # 0, a = a and tere exists v e F, and
non-zero c e K wit f=av-a •v +c •/3
PROOF . If ag - a • g = 0 wit g e F(t)
but g 0 F, ten te extension is by definition
omogeneous, contradicting te definition
of a I-extension. Tus f # 0, By
metods of
Karr (1981), we can prove tat if g exists, it is in
F[t], and furter, tat deg(g) <,
t . Tus
we may write g = v l , t + v o wit v 1
,
0. Looking at te coefficient of
t
in te equation, we
learn tat a/a
:= av 1
/v 1 E H, wence a = a by te normalised property, and v 1 e K since
av 1/v 1 = 1 . Te c and v in te statement of te Lemma may be obtained by c= v 1 and
v = v o, and substituting tese in te equation for te constant term of ag-a , g
=f.
PROOF OF RESULT . Tere is noting to prove if n = 0 . Inductively assume t for n-1, and
apply it to te tower F1
c . . .
= F,, . Tis yields :
f=a-a , + I ci'fi wit
2Ei<,n
 e F t and [c i = 0 or (0 0
f3i e F 1 and a t = a)] .
Suppose tere is a j suc tat c; 0 0, a i =
a, 0 :0 /3, e F
1 but f3
j
c- F . Let j be maximal . Ten
cj •/3j+a-a •
+
I
ci '/3i =
f-
	
c i •fi aF
251<j
j<i,<n
=> f3j +a o -aj -
o = l/cj'(f-
c$) EF ,
j<i,<n
were  o = 1/cj(+ I e i t i ) e Fj- 1
2-<i<j
-
ffj e F (by te reduced property) .
Tis contradicts te assumption tat /3j
0
F, so in fact, for all c, :A 0, we ave ffi
e
F
. Tus,
indexing may be restricted to S-{1}, and we ave a solution (namely ) in F1
for :
ag-a •g =f- Y
ci •/3i eF.
i€s-{t)
If tis appens to ave a solution v E F, ten letting c1
= 0 if 1
E S proves te result in tis
case
. Oterwise, we ave an inomogeneous equation, solvable in F 1 but not in F .
Lemma 1 says tat F1 is a E-extension of F, and Lemma 2 says tat a i = a and yields
v E F and c 1 e K wit
f- I ci -/3i =av-a •v +c1 /31 .
ies-{1)
Since f31 e F, 1 E S, completing te proof.
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